The influence of rotation and vibration on the reactivity and the dynamics of the reaction XϩHCN( 1 , 2 , 3 ,J)→HXϩCN(v,J) with XϭH, Cl has been studied. The HCN molecule is prepared in a specific rovibrational level by IR/VIS overtone excitation in the wavelength region 6500-18 000 cm
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The influence of rotation and vibration on the reactivity and the dynamics of the reaction XϩHCN( 1 , 2 , 3 ,J)→HXϩCN(v,J) with XϭH, Cl has been studied. The HCN molecule is prepared in a specific rovibrational level by IR/VIS overtone excitation in the wavelength region 6500-18 000 cm
Ϫ1
. The H atoms are generated by laser photolysis of CH 3 SH at 266 nm, the Cl atoms are formed in the photodissociation of Cl 2 at 355 nm. The CN products are probed quantum state specifically by laser-induced fluorescence ͑LIF͒. For low rotational states of HCN, the reactivity of Cl and H is independent of the initial rotational state. However, an enhancement in reactivity of the ClϩHCN reaction is observed when the time of rotation becomes comparable to the passing time of the Cl atom. The reaction of Cl as well as of the H atom with HCN shows strong mode specific behavior, implying a simple direct reaction mechanism, which is also supported from Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus ͑RRKM͒ calculations. An increase in CH stretch vibration increases both the reaction rate and the CN product vibration. Channeling energy in CN stretch vibration has only a minor effect on the reactivity and the CN product vibration even decreases. Trajectory calculations of the HϩHCN system agree with the experimental results. The dependence of reaction rates on reactant approach geometry is investigated by preparing aligned reactants using linear polarized light. The CN signal is markedly influenced by the prepared alignments ͑steric effect͒. The experimental results suggest that the reaction of hydrogen and chlorine atoms with vibrationally excited HCN proceeds mainly via a collinear transition state, but the cone of acceptance is larger for chlorine atoms. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
͓S0021-9606͑98͒00507-8͔

I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling the course of a chemical reaction is an important goal in molecular dynamics. 1 A simple approach is the control of motion of one reactant, which is directed along the reaction coordinate of the bimolecular reaction. This motion along the reaction coordinate corresponds to the motion of the nuclei which carries the system from the reactants to the products. There are several experiments of how reactant vibration affects reactivity and product energy release of the desired bimolecular reaction. 1 In particular, the preparation of HOD in two different distinct vibrational states of pure OH or OD stretches leads to different photodissociation [1] [2] [3] [4] and reaction channels. 1, [5] [6] [7] Crim and co-workers 8 investigated the photodissociation of HNCO, where vibrational excitation of the second overtone of the NH stretch leads to a break of the NH bond at energies below the threshold for the high energy NHϩCO channel. At higher energies both channels compete. Rosenwaks and co-workers 9 have demonstrated a rotational state selectivity in bond fission of C 2 HD, where the production of H and D atoms depends on the rotational state of the 5 1 mode.
The present investigation extends the approach of controlling chemical reactions to the endothermic reactions of hydrogen and chlorine with HCN: The ClϩHCN→HClϩCN reaction is 94 kJ/mol endothermic, 10 has a total barrier of 113 kJ/mol, 11 and has been studied experimentally 11, 12 as well as theoretically. 13, 14 Ab initio calculations by Harding 13 show that the ClϩHCN→HClϩCN reaction proceeds through a linear transition state. They predict a simple, direct collinear abstraction mechanism without complex formation ͑ClHCN͒. Sims and Smith 12 have reported experimental studies of the reverse reaction ͑1͒, CNϩHCl→products, by exciting either CN or HCl vibration. While there is a negligible enhancement of the reaction rate when exciting CN by one quantum of vibration, the rate increases by more than two orders of magnitude when HCl is excited into the first vibrational state. They concluded that CN behaves like a spectator without participation in the reaction.
The reaction of HϩHCN→H 2 ϩCN is endothermic by 90 kJ/mol 10 with a total barrier of 112Ϯ3 kJ/mol. 15 Ab initio calculations by Bair and Dunning 16 predict that the H-atom reaction also proceeds via a linear transition state, which is consistent with the experimental results of Lambert et al. 17 and Johnston et al. 18 who observed rotationally unexcited CN from the reaction of HCN with translationally hot H atoms. Experimental studies of the reverse H 2 ϩCN reaction report that the reaction rate is unaffected by vibrationally excited CN. 19 On the other hand, vibrational excitation of H 2 should increase the reaction rate according to theoretical studies. 20 Both the experimental and theoretical results suggest, comparable to the Cl atom reaction, that in the HϩHCN reaction the CN bond is unaffected during the reactive encounter.
There have been several experiments on the reactions with high vibrationally excited HCN. [21] [22] [23] [24] Crim et al. 23, 24 examined the reaction dynamics of two vibrational states of HCN, the ͑004͒ state in which four quanta of CH stretch are excited and the ͑302͒ state in which three quanta of CN stretch and two quanta of CH stretch are excited. Their conclusions are that the H atom reaction forms CN primarily by a direct abstraction reaction and the Cl atom reaction forms CN by an addition-elimination mechanism in addition to the direct abstraction. We have previously reported the reactivity of several different vibrational states of HCN with Cl and H. 21 HCN was excited to the overtone levels ͑002͒, ͑004͒, ͑302͒, ͑105͒, and (11 1 5) with energies up to 18 000 cm
Ϫ1
. We excluded the pure spectator model for both the reaction of ClϩHCN and of HϩHCN, because some memory of the reactant initial state is retained in the product.
The present paper now represents a continuation of that study in terms of its mode specific behavior with new insights in the reaction dynamics. While in all former studies a long living intermediate complex could not be excluded the present experiment in conjunction with trajectory studies indicates a rather direct reaction where only a few vibrational motions within the intermediate take place before it breaks apart.
We have been able to excite several more HCN overtone bands and report the state-to-state dynamics of the prepared HCN( 1 , 2 , 3 ,J) with hydrogen and chlorine atoms. In particular, we prepared the HCN molecule in the ͑002͒, ͑004͒, ͑302͒, ͑402͒, ͑104͒, ͑005͒, ͑502͒, ͑204͒, ͑105͒, and ͑006͒ states. In addition, we analyzed the effect of reactant rotational excitation on the reaction rate as well as on the rotational distribution of the CN product. We also investigated the dependence of reaction rates on reactant approach geometry. This was performed by preparing aligned reactants using linearly polarized laser light. Such experiments give detailed insight into the stereochemistry of the desired bimolecular reaction.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental apparatus has been described in detail previously. 21 Briefly, the HCN is synthesized by heating a mixture of KCN and stearic acid under vacuum to ϳ100°C. Translationally excited chlorine atoms were generated from Cl 2 in a pulsed laser photolysis with 20-40 mJ of 355 nm light ͑Quanta Ray DCR1A͒. The photolysis leads to 98% of the chlorine atoms in the 2 P 3/2 ground spin-orbit state with an anisotropy of ␤ϭϪ1Ϯ0.1. 25 Only minor amounts of Cl atoms are generated in the upper 2 P 1/2 state and, thus, no reliable estimation of the role of different Cl spin-orbit states can be obtained. The mean collision energy of the ClϩHCN system is E coll ϭ25 kJ/mol. The precursor of H atoms is methanethiol, dissociated at 266 nm light generated from the fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser ͑15 mJ͒. The photodissociation yields exclusively H atoms with a mean translational energy of 80 kJ/mol. The anisotropy at 266 nm is not known, but results at 248 nm (␤ϭϪ1) 26 and 274 nm (␤ϭϪ0.86Ϯ0.05) 27 suggest that the value is close to Ϫ1. The reactants ͑CH 3 SH/Cl 2 and HCN͒ were mixed in the reaction chamber by separate nozzles. The partial pressures were P͑Cl 2 ͒ϭ8 Pa and P(CH 3 SH)ϭ P͑HCN͒ϭ16 Pa.
A Nd:YAG laser pumped dye laser ͑Continuum YG 680, TDL 60, IRP͒ with a pulse width of typically 7 ns at a bandwidth ͑FWHM͒ of 0.07-0.09 cm Ϫ1 excites the vibrational states of HCN. All wavelengths in the near infrared and visible ͑IR/VIS͒ region were obtained using different laser dyes ͑Table I͒. Probing the (002)←(000) overtone band of HCN in the infrared region near 1.53 m was performed via difference frequency mixing of a dye laser and a 1.064 m Nd:YAG laser beam.
Nascent CN products were detected applying the laserinduced fluorescence ͑LIF͒ technique via the 
The required radiation around 388 nm was supplied by a dye laser ͑Lambda Physik FL2002, QUI͒ pumped by a XeCl excimer laser ͑Lambda Physik EMG 101 MSC͒. All LIF spectra were detected with 2-5 mJ of laser light under saturated conditions. A photomultiplier ͑THORN-EMI 9781B͒ monitored the LIF signal perpendicular to the probe beam through f /1 optics and an interference filter (389Ϯ10 nm). All lasers were operated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The time delay between the photolysis laser, which is in time with the IR/VIS excitation laser, and the LIF-probe laser was set between 50 and 150 ns.
The overlap of the laser beams was optimized by the CN signal. The spectral range of the dyes was sufficient to excite different ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) vibrational modes. Thus the CN product intensities originating from different HCN( 1 , 2 , 3 ) reactants can be easily compared. No ''beam walk'' effects were observed.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Vibrational state control of the reaction rate
In order to study the influence of the initial vibrational state of HCN on the reaction rate with chlorine atoms, the yield of CN ͑ϭ0, Jϭ8͒ products was monitored while the HCN excitation laser light was tuned to separated rotational transitions in the different vibrational bands. The CN was detected at a fixed wavelength via the R(8) line. Using the absorption cross section [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] for vibrational overtone excitation A and the power density of the HCN excitation laser I, we convert the CN signals S to relative rates k. In case of a small time delay the ratio of rate constants k 1 /k 2 between two vibrational states of HCN is given by
where P i ϭ P i (,J) is the CN product state population in the (,J)-rovibrational state. In case that the excitation energies between the desired vibrational states are close together, it is relatively easy to obtain the ratio of rate constants by measuring an action spectrum of HCN. Figure 1 shows the CN signal ͑lower part͒ from the reaction HCNϩCl→HClϩCN as a function of the excitation wavelength and a simulation ͑upper part͒ using the known HCN Franck-Condon and Hönl-London factors. 32 The main peaks in the wavelength region near 792 nm are due to rotational transitions from the vibrational ground state to the ͑004͒ vibrational state. Several less intense rotational lines are transitions to a ͑302͒ vibrational state of HCN, containing two quanta of CH stretch and three quanta of CN stretch. By comparing the intensities in the action spectra with the corresponding intensities from the simulation, we find a ratio of rate constants between HCN͑004͒ and HCN͑302͒ of k(004)/k(302)ϭ2.8Ϯ0.6.
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The reaction rate of Cl with HCN is enhanced when the energy is located in the reaction coordinate ͑the CH stretch͒ instead of locating the same amount of energy in three quanta of CN and two quanta of CH stretch. A similar mode selectivity was found in the reaction of HCNϩH→H 2 ϩCN. We previously reported a lower limit of the ratio of rate constants of k(004)/k(302)Ͼ4. 21 This result agrees with theoretical results obtained by Bair and Dunning. 16 They found that the endothermic reaction has a collinear saddle point with a CH distance of 1.55 Å, compared to the equilibrium bond distance of 1.06 Å in the HCN molecule ͑late barrier͒. The CN distance is essentially constant being 1.16 Å in HCN, 1.18 Å ͑calc͒ at the saddle point, and 1.17 Å in free CN. This implies that the reaction will only be substantially accelerated if the CH stretch is vibrationally excited. Similar theoretical results were found for the ClϩHCN reaction by Harding. 13 At the collinear saddle point, the CH bond distance is 1.58 Å and the CN bond distance is 1.17 Å. Again, the CH bond is greatly extended at the barrier and excitation of the CH stretch will efficiently promote the reaction rate.
As in the HCN͑004͒/HCN͑302͒ case we measure the ratio of rate constants of the pairs (104)/(402) near 682 nm and (204)/(502) near 600 nm. Surprisingly the ͑104͒ and ͑402͒ states of HCN react at a similar rate with chlorine atoms: a ratio of k(104)/k(402)ϭ1.05Ϯ0.05 is observed. This finding can be explained by the 3:2 anharmonic resonance ͑Fermi resonance͒ between the 1 and 3 modes. 32, [34] [35] [36] [37] The ͑104͒ and ͑402͒ states undergo quite strong anharmonic interaction. 32, 34 Assuming that most of the (402)←(000) transition intensity is due to the mixing, from the intensity ratio we obtain the mixing amplitudes 0.73 and 0.69 for the ͑104͒ and ͑402͒ states, respectively. 34 Thus the vibrational wave functions and thereby the reactivity of HCN in these vibrational states are very similar. To a certain extent this is also the case for the (204)/(502) pair, where the ͑204͒ level of HCN is in Fermi resonance with the ͑502͒ level. However, the anharmonic mixing is weaker, and the mixing amplitudes are calculated to be 0.9 and 0.44 for the ͑204͒ and for the ͑502͒ states, respectively. Consequently, we have measured different rate constants between the reactions HCN͑204͒ϩCl and HCN͑502͒ϩCl. Since we could not determine the CN state distributions from both reactions we assume in Eq. ͑3͒ P 204 Ϸ P 502 and a ratio of rate constants of k(204)/k(502)ϭ1.2Ϯ0.1 is determined. Again, the ͑204͒ state of HCN promotes the ClϩHCN reaction more efficiently than that state having the main part of its energy in the CN stretch. The weakest mixing occurs for the ͑004͒ and ͑302͒ states of HCN and therefore, the corresponding rates with chlorine differ most.
To compare the reaction rates between vibrational states of HCN which are not energetically close together, we tuned the excitation laser alternately on a known rotational transition of the two vibrational bands. The required wavelength region of the dye laser was obtained by mixing different dyes together. The results are listed in Table II . In order to determine the ratio of rate constants between the states ͑204͒ and ͑105͒ according to Eq. ͑3͒ we assume that P 204 / P 105 Ϸ P 104 / P 005 . This assumption seems to be valid from the observed CN product state distributions generated in other HCN( 1 , 2 , 3 ,J) reactions. Figure 2 shows all the relative rates as a function of internal vibrational energy. The relative rate measurements clearly demonstrate the mode selectivity in promoting reactions by vibrational excitation. The CH stretch mode 3 promotes the ClϩHCN reaction much more efficiently than the CN stretch mode 1 . The ͑005͒ state reacts four times faster, the ͑006͒ state even eight times faster than the ͑004͒ state of HCN. This is not surprising, because the CH bond is the one which has to break. The reaction rate of ClϩHCN (006) is already close to the gas kinetic limit which was roughly estimated by comparing the intensity of the signal with the sensitivity of the apparatus known from various dissociation experiments. 38 An additional excitation of the CN stretch does not change this behavior. The reaction of chlorine atoms with HCN is five times faster when HCN is excited to the ͑105͒ state instead of the ͑104͒ state. The reaction of HCN molecules excited to nearly isoenergetic states that correspond to different nuclear motions provides further evidence that the unreacting bond is a spectator in the reaction. Channeling vibrational energy into a coordinate perpendicular to the reaction coordinate by exciting the CN stretch will have only a minor influence on the reactivity. The observed mode selectivity ͑isoenergetic states with different nuclear motions have unequal reaction rates͒ demonstrates that the reaction must be fast where the time left is not sufficient for energy redistribution. Thus we expect the H/ClϩHCN reaction to be a direct abstraction reaction leaving the unreacted CN bond largely with its initial vibrational excitation.
A small influence of the CN stretch can be seen in Fig. 2 by comparing the relative rates of the HCN͑ 1 ,0,4͒ϩCl reaction with 1 ϭ0, 1, and 2. The observed increase of reactivity reflects the properties of the normal-mode model of HCN, which accurately describes the highly excited stretching vibrations in HCN. 39 A single excitation of one of the two stretch modes of HCN corresponds to nuclear motions in both the CH and the CN bonds. Consequently, an excitation of the CN stretch causes a weak vibration in the CH bond and thus an increase of reactivity.
Similar mode specific reaction dynamics were observed by Crim et al. 40, 41 in the reaction of water molecules with Cl and H atoms. They found that the local mode stretching state ͉03͘ Ϫ promotes the HϩH 2 O as well as the ClϩH 2 O reaction much more efficiently than the state ͉02͘ Ϫ ͉2͘ having part of its energy in bending excitation. Furthermore, the HϩH 2 O reaction is slower when H 2 O is excited to the ͉12͘ Ϫ vibrational state, which has its excitation energy distributed over both OH stretches and only two quanta are available along the reaction coordinate, even though the energy of the ͉12͘ Ϫ level is slightly higher than that of ͉03͘ Ϫ . These results were explained by a simple spectator model in which excitation in the nonreacting OH bond is inefficient in promoting the reaction.
B. The role of reactant rotational excitation on the reactivity
Because the line intensities in action spectra depend on both the absorption cross section and the reaction probability, one can measure the reaction rate not only in dependence on the vibrational state, but also on the rotational state of HCN. We have studied the influence of highly rotationally excited HCN on the reaction rate of the reaction
by measuring an action spectrum of the ( 3 ϭ0, J)→( 3 ϭ4, JЈϭJϪ1) in the wavelength region 793.5-799 nm. Because the signals of the high rotational transitions are very weak, the action spectrum could only be measured at higher pressures and delay times. At a total pressure in the reaction cell of 900 mTorr and a time delay of 300 ns, the HCN molecules have about 3 to 4 collisions prior to the CN detection. Thus partial rotational relaxation might have occurred. By comparing the line intensities of each rotational transition with those from the simulation ͑upper part in Fig. 3͒ , we obtain the information on the relative reactivity of an individual rotational state of HCN. The dependence of the reactivity on the rotational quantum number JЈ is shown in Fig. 4 . While the reaction rate for JЈϽ16 is not affected by rotation, we found an increase of the reactivity for higher rotational levels. HCN molecules in the ͑ 3 ϭ4, JЈϭ28͒ state react about three times faster than those HCN molecules in the ͑ 3 ϭ4, JЈ Ͻ16͒ states. Thus high rotational excitation of the HCN molecules can efficiently promote the reaction rate with chlorine atoms. We assume that this effect is not due to the increase of the total internal energy in HCN when exciting high rotational levels. The difference of rotational energies between JЈϭ16 and of the JЈϭ28, E rot (28)ϪE rot (16) 
, is much less than the vibrational energy of one CH stretch quantum (E vib ϭ3311 cm
Ϫ1
). The increase of reactivity is rather a consequence of a geometrical constraint of the ClϩHCN reaction. In Sec. III D we will present measurements of the reaction rate for two different alignments of the reactants. The observed steric effect was explained by a favored reaction geometry where the Cl atom reacts with the H atom end of HCN. When the rotation of HCN is low compared to the passing time of the Cl atom, the reaction can occur only if the Cl atom approaches on the H atom end of HCN. However, at fast rotations of HCN, when the time of rotation is faster than the passing time, the Cl atom has enough time to find the ideal approach geometry.
In order to estimate the typical passing time T p , we assume a maximum distance of intermolecular forces between Cl and HCN of dϭ4 Å ͑gas kinetic diameter͒. With a thermal relative velocity of rel ϭͱ2E coll /ϭ685 m/s ͑5͒
we obtain a mean passing time of T p ϭd/ rel ϭ0.6 ps. The time of rotation, T r ϭ2/, is given by the rotational energy
The energy of a rotational state with the quantum number J is given by
From Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ we finally obtain the time of rotation
For HCN in the JЈϭ8 level we obtain T r ϭ1.5 ps, which is slower than the passing time T p . Thus the chlorine atom passes the HCN molecule, which apparently is not moving. For higher rotational levels with JЈϾ19 the situation changes: For example, the time of rotation for HCN in the JЈϭ28 rotational level is T r ϭ0.4 ps, which is shorter than the typical passing time.
On the other hand, in the region 0ϽJЈϽ26 the reactivity of the reaction HCN( 3 ϭ5, JЈ)ϩCl→HClϩCN is independent from JЈ. We believe that the reaction rate cannot be further enhanced by rotational excitation because the reaction of HCN in the highly vibrationally excited state with 3 ϭ5 is already very fast ͓In Sec. III A we obtained k(005)/k(004)Ϸ4.͔ Neither did we observe an effect in the reaction of fast H atoms with HCN( 3 ϭ4). Because of the high relative velocity of about 12 900 m/s we obtain an extremely short passing time, T p ϭ25 fs. Thus for all observed rotational levels we have T p ӶT r .
For an attractive potential the speed of the approaching reactants will be accelerated. Therefore the passing time might be slightly less than one calculated from thermal velocities. Nevertheless, the order of magnitude of the passing time will remain unchanged.
We have already mentioned that the action spectrum shown in Fig. 3 was not measured under nascent conditions ( P•ϭ0.27 Torr s). Thus the initial preparation of HCN in a specific rotational state was scrambled by nonreactive collisions in the time scale of the measurements. R-R energy transfer is the primary relaxation pathway for rotationally excited molecules in our experiment. There are no data for rotational relaxation of HCN out of the ͑004͒ levels, but measurements for the ͑003͒ levels 42 allow an estimation of the rotational relaxation. Wu et al. 42 found that the relaxation rate of rotational levels with 5ϽJЈϽ15 are at least k R-R ϭ150 Torr Ϫ1 s
. Thus the relaxation time is 0.27•150 Ϸ40 times faster than our time delay. The relaxation of rotational levels with JЈϾ25 proceeds slower with a relaxation rate of k R-R Ͻ10 Torr Ϫ1 s
. This means that complete rotational relaxation will have occurred only in low lying rotational levels. On the other hand, most of the HCN molecules in high rotational levels did remain in the initially prepared rotational state or in states close to it. Consequently, the effect of rotational relaxation in high rotational levels was small.
C. Influence of the initial HCN excitation on the CN product state distribution
The complete CN product state distribution is obtained by probing the rovibrational transitions of the B 2 ⌺ ϩ ←X 2 ⌺ ϩ system. Simulations of the CN spectrum were used to fit all observed rotational lines. We have already reported the product state distribution of CN in the reaction of chlorine atoms with HCN͑002͒, HCN͑004͒, HCN͑302͒, and HCN͑105͒. 21 In this paper we will continue the investigation by analyzing the reactions of Cl atoms with HCN͑104͒, HCN͑402͒, HCN͑005͒, and HCN͑006͒. The characteristic quantities of all CN product state distributions are listed in Table III . The main result is that the amount of vibrational excitation in the CN product depends strongly on the initially prepared vibrational state of HCN. First, we find that the CN vibration increases linearly with increasing pure CH-stretch excitation. The reaction of Cl with HCN( 3 ϭ2) leads to less vibrationally excited CN products with population ratios of P(vϭ0):P(vϭ1):P(vϭ2)ϭ86%:13%:Ͻ1%, while the reaction of Cl with HCN( 3 ϭ4) leads to CN products with 52% in vϭ0, 34% in vϭ1, and 14% in vϭ2. Highly vibrationally excited CN products are obtained when Cl reacts with HCN where 6 CH stretch quanta are excited ͑Fig. 5, lower part͒. Second, we find a mode-specific dependence of the CN vibrational excitation. In contrast to the reactions of HCN where only the CH stretch mode is excited, an additional excitation of one CN stretch quantum surprisingly leads to a decrease of CN vibrational excitation. A fit of the spectrum when highly excited HCN͑104͒ is used as reactant yields that 71% of the CN radicals are generated in vϭ0, 23% in vϭ1, and 6% in vϭ2. Although the excitation energy of the ͑104͒ state is higher than that of the ͑004͒ state, we obtained a significant change in the former tendency of increasing CN vibration with increasing CH stretch excitation. The CN vibrational excitation decreases again, although one quantum of CN stretch has been excited in addition to four CH stretch quanta. The same situation was found when HCN was prepared in a state having five quanta of CH stretch and one quanta of CH stretch excitation ͑Fig. 5, upper part͒. The reaction leads to CN where only 35% of all molecules are in vibrationally excited states (vϾ0), compared to 59% when 
are the rotational and vibrational energies of the CN product. HCN is excited to the ͑005͒ state. The additional excitation of one quantum of CN stretch does not increase the vibration of the CN product.
On the other hand, the state distributions of CN are similar when HCN is excited to the isoenergetic states ͑004͒ and ͑302͒. The CN vibrational energy in the reactions HCN͑004͒ϩCl and HCN͑302͒ϩCl are 15.5 and 16.3 kJ/mol, respectively ͑Table III͒. Further on, we find a similar vibrational energy release in the CN product when HCN is excited to the isoenergetic ͑104͒ and ͑402͒ states ͑8.4 and 9.7 kJ/mol, respectively͒. We believe that the 3:2 anharmonic resonance is responsible for an increased complexity of our state selective data. The two states ͑104͒ and ͑402͒ that undergo the strongest anharmonic interaction lead to CN products with vibrational energies differing only by 15%. For the last resonant pairs (205)ϩ(502) we could not measure nascent CN spectra in order to compare the CN state distribution.
The mode specific dependence of the CN vibrational excitation is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the internal CN energies ͑vibration and rotation͒ are depicted as a function of the HCN excitation energy. First of all, it is surprising that the CN vibration increases with increasing CH stretch excitation. As we can see in Fig. 6 the vibrational energy increases almost linearly with the excitation energy of the HCN͑00 3 ͒ states with 3 ϭ2, 4, 5, and 6. We believe that the observed increase of the product vibrational energy is due to the normal-mode model of the initially prepared vibrational states of HCN. As we have described in Sec. III A, after exciting the pure CH stretch mode of HCN, not only the CH bond, but also the CN bond is in motion. If the reaction is direct ͑e.g., stripping reaction͒ and the initial motion in the CN bond is transferred into the CN product, an excitation of the CH stretch causes a weak vibrational excitation of the CN product. A qualitative quantum mechanical explanation could be as follows. Figure 7 shows various wave functions for HCN as functions of the internal bond distances ͑adapted from Ref. 43͒ . The dashed line indicates the bond length of the free CN radical. In the case of the (00 3 ) states of HCN, the CN distance decreases with increasing CH distance. One can assume that the reaction only occurs if the CH bond is lengthened, i.e., at the upper left corner of the probability density diagram of Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ , where the probability is highest ͑classical turning points͒, because the high-energy eigenstates are strongly anharmonic. Since the CN bond is compressed at the turning point, at the end of the reaction the CN molecule will be vibrationally excited. The observed variation of the product state distribution when exciting an additional quantum of CN stretch reflects the properties of the vibrational wave functions of HCN, too. Figures 7͑c͒ and  7͑d͒ show the wave functions for HCN in the states ͑104͒ and ͑105͒. Because the vibrational quantum number 1 is now equal to one, the two states have a regular structure with an additional node along the second stretch coordinate. In contrast to the case discussed above, the end peak with the largest CH bond distance has now a CN bond distance close to the equilibrium distance of the free CN molecule. If the reaction proceeds via a direct stripping mechanism, then the CN product should not be vibrationally excited which is exactly what was observed in our experiments. This assumption agrees with the qualitative spectator model from Sec. III A, because the CN product vibrational excitation directly reflects the nodal pattern of the vibrational wave function in the excited HCN molecule. However, it should be mentioned that this simple model neglects any influence of the approaching Cl atom on the Cl-H-CN coordinates of the potential-energy surface.
The vibrational excitation of the CN molecule seems to be a consequence of the initial vibration of HCN. This assumption is also confirmed by the results of the HϩHCN reaction ͑2͒.
21 Figure 8 illustrates this by comparing the state distributions of the CN fragment from both the chlorine and the hydrogen reaction. Both reactions produce CN with a very similar vibrational distribution, suggesting that the vibrational state distribution is not determined by mass effects.
With respect to our interpretation it is important to point out that the eigenstates of HCN, depicted in Fig. 7 , are only correct for the free molecule. They are more complicated when the Cl atom approaches the HCN molecule. Thus exact explanations can only be made with quantum mechanical calculations of the complete four-atom system ClϩHCN.
The main result concerning the rotational distribution of CN is that each distribution can be well characterized by rotational temperatures. In general, the CN products from the reaction of Cl with vibrationally excited HCN are rotationally cold ͑Table III͒. The only exception is the reaction ClϩHCN͑002͒→HClϩCN which produces CN products with the characteristic temperature parameters of T(vϭ0) ϭ1700 K and T(vϭ1)ϭ945 K. 21 The rotational energy of the CN products slightly decreases with increasing HCN excitation ͑see Fig. 6͒ . The lowest rotational excitation of CN from the reaction with Cl is obtained for HCN͑006͒, where the CN product receives only 4% of the energy available to the reaction (E rot ϭ5.6 kJ/mol). Even less rotational excitation of CN is obtained from the reaction of hydrogen atoms with HCN͑002͒ and HCN͑004͒ 21 ͑Fig. 8͒. At a collision energy of 80 kJ/mol, only 4.5 kJ/mol ͑002͒ and 3.8 kJ/mol ͑004͒ remain in the CN product rotation.
Since the temperatures of the experimental CN rotational distributions for the H/ClϩHCN reactions are low, we assume that both reactions produce CN mainly by direct mechanisms with a collinear transition state. This result agrees well with theoretical results by Clary.
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The cause for the rotational excitation of the CN product from the reaction HϩHCN→H 2 ϩCN are manifold. Rotational excitations may result from the zero-point energy of the bending mode of HCN, from their cone of acceptance for the H atom ͑large orbital angular momentum͒ or from the initial rotation of the HCN molecule. To examine the role of the initial HCN rotation on the CN product rotation we prepared the HCN molecule in different rotational levels of the ͑004͒ vibrational state. The rotational distribution of CN(v ϭ0) was obtained by probing the P branch of the (vЈ ϭ0←vϭ0) transition in the wavelength region of 388.5-387.5 nm. We prepared the HCN molecule in rotational states with rotational quantum numbers of JЈϭ2, 9, and 16. All rotational distributions are well characterized by Boltzmann distributions and the respective temperatures for CN(vϭ0) are 490 KϮ7%, 530 KϮ5%, and 620 KϮ4%. The rotational excitation of the CN product increases with increasing rotational excitation of the HCN product. Therefore we observe a positive correlation between reactant and product rotation.
D. Influence of the collision energy on the CN product state distribution
In order to study the influence of the collision energy on the product state distribution a shorter photolysis wavelength was used. When Cl 2 is photodissociated at 308 nm instead of 355 nm, the collision energy of the system Cl/HCN increases by 11 kJ/mol from 25 to 36 kJ/mol. 21 However, this increase in collision energy has no significant effect on the CN product state distribution ͑see Table III͒ . This is also confirmed by the study of Crim and co-workers who used thermal Cl atoms (E coll ϭ4 kJ/mol) to study the reaction with HCN͑004͒ leading to the same CN product state distribution as in the present experiment. Therefore the ClϩHCN(004) reaction generates CN products with the same amount of vibrational energy over a wide range of collisional energies. Therefore the translational energy of the reactants is not responsible for the vibrational excitation of the CN product as an impulsive model would suggest. It is rather due to the initial vibrational excitation of the HCN molecule ͑Sec. III C͒.
Likewise, no significant effect of the collision energy on the observed vibrational distribution of CN was found for the hydrogen reaction ͑2͒. The reactions of HCN( 3 ϭ4) with thermal H atoms (E coll ϭ4 kJ/mol͒ and photolytic H atoms (E coll ϭ80 kJ/mol) lead to very similar vibrational distributions of the CN product: The CN vibrational energies are 12.7 and 14.9 kJ/mol, respectively. Again, the vibrational excitation of CN cannot be a consequence of using fast H atoms with high translational energy. Therefore one would predict a low product vibrational excitation of the CN fragment when fast hydrogen atoms react with HCN in the vibrational ground state. This assumption was confirmed by Lambert et al. 45 and Johnston et al. 46 who observed a CN state distribution which is characterized by a relatively high rotational and low vibrational energy release, similar to the ClϩHCN(002) reaction ͑Table III͒.
E. Stereospecific reaction dynamics
In order to study the steric effect in the reactions of HϩHCN͑ 3 ϭ2,4͒→H 2 ϩCN and ClϩHCN͑ 3 ϭ2,4͒ →HClϩCN, the reactants were optically aligned using linearly polarized laser light. All relative rate measurements were performed for two different reactant approach geometries by rotating the polarization vector E ៝ exc of the HCN excitation laser beam with respect to the vector E ៝ phot of the photolysis laser beam.
The fragments of the photodissociation show an anisotropic distribution of recoil velocities, which has an expression of the form P͑ ͒ϭ͓1ϩ␤• P 2 ͑ cos ͔͒/4. ͑9͒ P() is the probability to realize a certain angle , which is the angle between the polarization vector E ៝ and the direction of the velocity of the photofragment. P 2 (cos ) is the second Legendre polynomial, and the so-called ''␤ parameter'' provides a quantitative measure of the recoil anisotropy. 47 The parameter range varies from ϩ2 for a pure cos 2 distribution to Ϫ1 for a pure sin 2 distribution. For ␤ϭ0, the distribution is isotropic. The chlorine atoms from the photolysis of Cl 2 at 355 nm as well as the hydrogen atoms from the photolysis of methanethiol at 266 nm show an angular distribution, which is described by an anisotropy parameter of ␤ϭϪ1 ͑see Sec. II͒. Thus the photolysis is a prompt dissociation following excitation via a transition dipole moment which lies perpendicular to the molecular bond. Thus the angular distributions of the hydrogen and chlorine atoms nearly have a sin 2 distribution and the most probable flight path lies in the xy plane ͑Fig. 9͒.
The transition dipole moment of the HCN 1 ⌺Ϫ 1 ⌺ transition lies along the intermolecular axis of the molecule. Thus the linearly polarized laser beam selects HCN molecules whose intermolecular axes have an initial distribution of cos 2 , where is the angle between and E ៝ exc ͑Fig. 9͒. Because the HCN molecule rotates prior to collision, the degree of alignment depends strongly on the rotational state of HCN. The exact quantitative expressions for this alignment are described by Zare. 48 In a forthcoming paper 49 equations are developed which allow a relatively easy conversion of experimental results to the angle of attack. A qualitative understanding of the influence of polarized light on the preferred reaction geometry can be extracted from Fig. 9 which shows the approach geometry of the reactants if the polarization vector E ៝ exc of the HCN excitation laser beam is perpendicular ͓Fig. 9͑a͔͒ or parallel ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒ to the polarization vector E ៝ phot of the photolysis laser beam. In the first case (E ៝ exc ЌE ៝ phot ), the favored approach geometry for the photolysis fragments is both end-on and side-on with respect to the HCN molecule. In the second case (E ៝ exc ʈ E ៝ phot ), the fragments preferentially approach the broadside of HCN ͑side-on͒. The rotation of the polarization plane of the excitation laser beam was simply achieved by a /2 plate which was mounted in front of the entrance window of the reaction chamber.
To determine the effect of molecular alignment on the reactivity we tuned the probe laser to the R(8) rotational line of CN(vϭ0) and measured the laser-induced fluorescence intensity for the perpendicular and the parallel case. Mean CN signals of one reaction geometry were obtained by summing up over 400 single measurements. This was repeated several times with altering approach geometry. The result for the HϩHCN( 3 ϭ4,J)→H 2 ϩCN reaction is shown in Fig.  10 . The HCN molecule was excited to the vibrational state via the R(1) and the R(8) rotational transitions. The time delay between the excitation/photolysis laser and the probe laser was 230 ns, at a total pressure in the reaction cell of 500 mTorr. Figure 10 clearly shows that the signal intensity is higher for the perpendicular case than for the parallel case. The signals are used to calculate the alignment effects defined by
We obtain a small but significant alignment effect of S ϭ1.07Ϯ0.03 for the R(1) and 1.09Ϯ0.03 for the R(8) rotational line of HCN. A value of SϾ1 indicates a preference of the approach geometry, where the atoms preferentially attack the HCN molecule end-on. Thus the production of CN is enhanced for collinear collisions of the reactants. A similar result is obtained for the reaction of H atoms with HCN( 2 ϭ2), having an alignment effect of Sϭ1.12.
In the same way we measured the steric effect for the chlorine reaction ͑1͒. HCN was excited via the R(8) rotational line to the ͑002͒ and ͑004͒ vibrational levels. Interestingly, we find a mode-specific dependence of the alignment effect S. If HCN is excited to the ͑002͒ state we measured a significant preference for the perpendicular case, indicating that the reaction HCN͑ 3 ϭ2͒ϩCl proceeds via a collinear transition state. However, a further increase of 3 excitation leads to an alignment effect which is close to Sϭ1.0. Thus the reaction of Cl with HCN͑004͒ favors an approach geometry, where the angle of acceptance has increased and the Cl atom may also attack the HCN molecule broadside. This observation can be explained by the cone-of-acceptance model for the reaction ClϩHCN. 49 For low vibrational excitation of HCN, only a narrow range of Cl atom approach angles can lead to a reaction. An increase of vibrational excitation widens the cone of acceptance, so that the chlorine atoms can strike the HCN at larger angles. The restriction to a collinear reaction geometry is less if the CH bond in HCN is vibrationally excited. As a consequence the reaction probability increases, while the alignment effect S decreases. Furthermore, the cone of acceptance is larger for the bulky Cl atoms than for the H atoms. Similar results were found by Loesch et al. 50, 51 in the reaction of Li/KϩHF. They found a decrease of the alignment effect, when the bulky K atom reacts instead of Li. This gives evidence that the size of the reacting atom may have an influence on the PES in the region of the transition state and hence, on the cone of acceptance. But this assumption has to be confirmed by quantum mechanical or quasiclassical trajectory studies ͑QTC͒. We will present a more general and quantitative description of the different approach geometry and the cone-of-acceptance model in a separate paper.
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F. RRKM calculation
We calculated the vibrational population of CN with a simple extension of the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus ͑RRKM͒ theory where one assumes that the CN stretch vibration of the transition state migrates adiabatically into vibration of the CN radical. Using this assumption one yields for the vibrational population of the CN product
where k(E) is the RRKM rate and k(v) is the RRKM rate with a vibrational quantum number of v in the transition state. The proposed reaction pathways and geometries of the transition states are shown in Fig. 11 . The used constants for HHCN and ClHCN are listed in Table IV . The results of the RRKM calculation are listed in Table  V . As can be seen, both the ClϩHCN and the HϩHCN reaction should generate less vibrationally excited CN products than are observed in the experiment. Therefore RRKM theory is not appropriate to describe the H/ClϩHCN →HCl/H 2 ϩCN reaction. So we conclude that there is not enough time for energy randomization. Both reactions seem to proceed rather direct.
G. Trajectory study
To study the details of how reactant vibrational excitation influences reactivity and product state energy partitioning, we performed quasiclassical trajectory calculations ͑QTC͒ for the forward reaction ͑2͒. Several quantum theoretical results have been reported concerning the modespecific reaction rates in HϩHCN͑ 1 , 2 , 3 ͒→H 2 ϩCN. Our trajectories were calculated for a collinear reaction geometry of the four atoms. We used a LEPS-like potentialenergy surface ͑PES͒ of the form
which was developed by Brooks.
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Here V LEPS is a three-body LEPS-type surface and V M is a modified Morse potential to describe the CN interaction. Other PES 55, 56 of Sun and Clary do not reproduce the HCN vibrational normal modes with such high accuracy. Using the parameters shown in Table VI the reaction enthalpy of our potential surface is 91 kJ/mol and the classical barrier of the forward reaction is 113 kJ/mol which both are in good agreement with theoretical results. The CH and CN bond distance in the free HCN molecule are 1.00 and 1.17 Å, respectively.
The surface shows a late barrier with bond distances at the saddle point HЈHCN of r H Ј H ϭ0.85 Å, r CH ϭ1.42 Å, and r CN ϭ1.165 Å. The bond distances of the products H 2 and CN are 0.742 and 1.164 Å, respectively. Classical trajectories were obtained using the classical perturbation theory approach for determining good action-angle variables. [57] [58] [59] [60] This procedure leads us to specify the initial semiclassical states of HCN accurately.
The total reaction probabilities for HϩHCN͑001, 002, 003, 004, 101, 302͒ are plotted in Fig. 11 . The results indicate that the reaction threshold is lowered efficiently by vibrational excitation of HCN. This result is consistent with the fact that reaction ͑1͒ has a late barrier. More specifically, the threshold is lowered more effectively by exciting the CH stretch than by exciting the CN stretch. While the reaction of HCN in the ͑001͒ state occurs at collision energies Ͼ44 kJ/mol, no reaction at any collision energy was found if only the CN stretch up to 1 р3 is excited. The same result was found when HCN is in the vibrational ground state ͑000͒. Thus the endothermic reaction with a late barrier cannot be promoted either by translational excitation nor by CN stretch excitation. This is in good agreement to experimental results and theoretical results obtained by Takayanagi and Schatz, 52 who found a very small cross section for the HCN͑000͒ϩH reaction at translational energies Ͼ110 kJ/mol. If HCN is excited to different but isoenergetic vibrational states ͓such as ͑004͒ and ͑302͔͒, the threshold is always lower for the vibrational state where mainly the CH mode is excited. In Fig. 12 it can also be seen that pure CH excitation increases the reaction probability more efficiently than CN excitation. At collision energies lower than 22 kJ/ mol the reactivity for HCN͑004͒ is larger than for HCN͑302͒. However, at higher collision energies the reactive rate changes are reversed. This is due to the restriction we have made in the QCT study, namely that the reaction can only proceed via a collinear collision geometry. However, as we have seen from the experiment ͑Sec. III E͒, reaction geometries with a wide cone of acceptance can occur. This might also explain why the calculated vibrational CN distributions are higher than the one we measured in the Thus one can assume that the reaction will proceed via the collinear transition state if the collision energy is thermal. Figure 13 shows the result of the trajectory calculation with a Boltzmann-like collisional energy distribution at 300 K which was obtained by arbitrarily choosing a collision energy between 0 and 50 kJ/mol for each trajectory. At the end of the trajectories, the reaction probability is weighted by P(E coll )ϭE coll •exp(ϪE coll /kT). This leads to a mean collision energy of 4 kJ/mol. Figure 13 compares the QCT results with our experimental results where thermal hydrogen atoms were used as collision partners. The translational relaxation is achieved by adding He into the reaction cell, as described in Ref. 21 . In the upper part of Fig. 13 the CN vibrational distributions are plotted which belong to the HϩHCN( 3 ϭ2) reaction, while in the lower part those which belong to the HϩHCN( 3 ϭ4) reaction are plotted. In both cases there is a very good agreement between the QCT result and the experiment. The calculated rates of reactivity are k 003 /k 002 ϭ34Ϯ4, k 004 /k 003 ϭ5.7Ϯ0.6, and k 004 /k 302 ϭ3.7Ϯ0.4. Thus the reactivity is enhanced by a factor of 194Ϯ43 when HCN is excited to the ͑004͒ state instead of ͑002͒. Furthermore, the reactivity is larger when the vibrational energy is located only in the CH mode, instead of locating the same energy in both CH and CN stretch modes of HCN. Again, the calculated rate k 004 /k 302 is in good agreement with the experimental result (k 004 /k 302 р4). 21 We also calculated the energy release into the vibration of the H 2 product at a thermal collision energy of 4 kJ/mol. When HCN is in the ͑002͒ vibrational state, about 12%, 64%, and 24% of the total available energy are located in CN vibration, H 2 vibration, and in product translation, respectively. If HCN is excited to the ͑004͒ vibrational state, the energy release was found to be 21%, 61%, and 18%, respectively. Thus about 2/3 of the available energy are located in the H 2 vibration. This result is consistent with theoretical results showing that vibrational excitation of H 2 can efficiently promote the reverse reaction H 2 ϩCN→HϩHCN and that a significant energy transfer into the vibration of the CN product must occur. The CN internal energy release increases with increasing CH stretch excitation which is also found in the experiment ͑Sec. III C͒.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We used vibrational overtone excitation to prepare HCN molecules in a specific rotational and vibrational state and to study the influence of reactant excitation on the endothermic reactions HϩHCN→H 2 ϩCN and ClϩHCN→HClϩCN. In the reaction of chlorine atoms with HCN, the CH stretch mode promotes reaction much more efficiently than the CN stretch mode. Thus channeling energy into the reaction coordinate will increase the reactivity while energy located in a coordinate perpendicular to the reaction coordinate will have no or only a minor influence on the reaction rate. These results are consistent with the qualitative spectator model in which excitation in the nonreacting CN bond has no effect on the reactivity. The reactions of chlorine atoms with HCN in vibrational states having similar energy but corresponding to very different nuclear motions demonstrate the mode specific behavior of the reactivity. The results agree with a simple, direct reaction mechanism without complex formation. The reaction must be fast without time left for energy redistribution. Furthermore, the product vibrational energy is strongly influenced by the initial vibrational state of HCN. The vibrational energy of the CN product distribution in the chlorine reaction could qualitatively be explained by the nodal pattern of the vibrational wave function of the HCN molecule. Hence the CN product vibration is a consequence of the initial vibrational excitation of the HCN molecule. This is again in accordance with the spectator model in which the nonreacting CN bond does not participate in the reaction and is confirmed by the observation that neither different collisional energies of the reactants nor different masses of the reacting atom ͑H/Cl͒ have a significant influence on the vibrational distribution of CN.
Reactions from different rotational states of HCN( 3 ϭ4) show the influence of an initial rotation of HCN on the reaction. The rotational excitation of HCN promotes the ClϩHCN reaction very efficiently, suggesting a geometrical constraint on the reaction. At low rotations of HCN, the reaction can occur only if the Cl atom approaches on the H atom end of HCN, whereas at fast rotations of HCN, the Cl atom has sufficient time to find the ideal approach geometry. These observations suggest that the relative orientation of the reactants strongly affects the reaction rate, which is confirmed by our measurements with optically aligned reactants. In the case of HϩHCN and ClϩHCN the CN is predominantly formed in a collinear reaction geometry, but for the latter reaction there is less restriction to a collinear geometry if the CH bond in HCN is highly vibrationally excited. The additional experimental measurements have changed our original picture of the reaction dynamics, namely with regard to the existence of complex formation 21 ͓gained from similar results of HCN͑004͒ and HCN͑302͒ reactions͔, now favoring a pure direct abstraction. The conclusion agrees with theoretical results of Harding 13 and Bair et al. 16 who predict the lowest energy route for both reactions to be a direct, collinear abstraction. The detailed information from our measurements offers a possibility for comparison with results obtained from quasiclassical trajectory studies or quantum mechanical calculations.
